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Abstract

Non-axisymmetric RF cavities, such as quarter-wave res-

onators (QWRs), can produce axially asymmetric multipole

field components that can influence beam dynamics. For

example, dipole components can cause beam steering, an

effect that has been well known to the community since 2001.

However, higher order multipole field components, such as

quadrupole components, which have potential influence on

beam dynamics, have never received enough attention yet.

In this paper, we choose FRIB QWRs as an example and

quadrupole components are extracted by multipole expan-

sion. Then, influence of quadrupole components on a single

cavity is studied using thin lens model. After that, the in-

fluence of quadrupole components on a whole FRIB linac

segment one is studied, and effects such as transverse profile

ovalization and blow up of beam size are witnessed. Lastly,

a possible way of quadrupole components compensation for

FRIB driving linac is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Non-axisymmetric RF cavities such as quarter-wave res-

onators (QWRs), half-wave resonators (HWR), spoke cavi-

ties and crab cavities, are now widely used in accelerators.

Because of their geometry, dipole terms, quadrupole terms

and other higher order multipole terms appear and can influ-

ence beam dynamics [1–4]. Dating back to 2001, A. Facco

first pointed out possible beam steering effect coming from

QWR and described the issue thoroughly in a later paper [1].

In the paper, a physics model is built to estimate the beam

steering effect, and an easy way to compensate the steering

effect using defocusing effect by shifting the beam axis is

proposed.

Besides dipole term which causes beam steering,

quadrupole term can cause beam shape deformation [2],

and higher order terms can introduce non-linear effect and

decrease dynamic aperture. By now, these effects haven’t

received enough attention yet. In this paper, we choose the

QWR at FRIB [5] as an example. A scheme is developed

to draw out multipole components through Fourier-Taylor

multipole expansion. Then, a thin lens model based on

transit time factor (TTF) [6, 7] is used to include multipole

components into traditional cavity model. After that, the

quadrupole effect is closely examined in both single cavity

and whole linac segment one (LS1). At last, the possibility

of self-cancelation of quadrupole components by fine tuning

of solenoid polarity is discussed. The first two section has

been discussed more thoroughly in our previous paper [8],
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Result of multipole strength curve for radial elec-

tric and magnetic field. (a) Radial electric field multipole

strength. Blue curve is focusing term, green curve is dipole

term, red curve is quadrupole term, and cyan curve is cubic

term. (b) Radial magnetic field multipole strength. Blue

curve is monopole term, green curve is dipole term, and red

curve is quadrupole term.

here, we just list some important results in order to complete

the whole story.

FIELD MULTIPOLE EXPANSION

FRIB QWR 3D field simulated by CST [9] is chosen as the

starting point and the numerical approach of Fourier-Taylor

multipole expansion is used to draw out the field multipole

terms. By expanding radial direction to Taylor series and

azimuthal direction to Fourier series in a polar coordinate

system, we are able to draw out multipole terms from a

certain transverse E&M field to any arbitrary order. The

process can be expressed as Eq. 1:





Fρ,nm (ρ,θ) = Fmax

∑∞
n,m=0 Pn AnmΘm

Pn = ρ
n

Θm = eimθ

(1)

By sampling all transverse plane along the longitudinal

direction, we can get a plot indicating multipole strength

along longitudinal direction, which is shown in Fig. 1.

MULTIPOLE THIN LENS MODEL

Assuming small thin lens kick, we can split the kick into

electric part and magnetic part of contribution:

∆y
′
=

qeµ0

γm0

∫ t2

t1

Hx (x, y, z, t)dt +
qe

γm0 βc

∫ t2

t1

Ey (x, y, z, t)dt

= ∆y
′
H,y + ∆y

′
E,y

(2)
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Figure 2: Prediction of quadrupole strength by model and

tracking vs. β, synchronous phase φs = −π/6 for β=0.085

QWR. Blue curve shows the total quadrupole strength calcu-

lated by model, green and cyan curve each stands for electric

quadrupole and 10 times magnetic quadrupole by model,

magenta curve shows result calculate from tracking, and red

curve shows 10 times the error between model and tracking.

q is the number of charge, e is the elementary

charge amount, m0 is the particle static mass, µ0 is the per-

meability, c is the speed of light. Then, we absorb the time

changing effect into the TTF factors and then we can easily

derive the formulation for calculating the multipole thin lens

kick:

∆y
′
E,y =

qe

γ β2m0c2

n
∑

i, j=0

ti jVi j (Ti jcosφ − Si j sinφ)

∆y
′
H,y =

qeµ0

γ βm0c2

n
∑

i, j=0

ti jUi j (Ti jcosφ − Si j sinφ)

(3)

Vi j (Ui j ) is the strength of the multipole term i, j with

a unit of Volt (Ampere). It is defined by integration of

multipole term strength along longitudinal direction. Ti j

and Si j is the transit time factors of multipole term i, j. φ is

the multipole phase. ti j is the coordinate transferring factor,

which is a constant for dipole term and is proportional to

coordinate for focusing and quadrupole term.

From now, we put our focus mainly on quadrupole com-

ponent. The term with i = 1, j = 2 stands for quadrupole

term. For vertical electric field, Emax (z) = Emax, ρ (z) =

Emax,θ (z), coordinate transferring factor ti j = y/ρmax ; for

magnetic field, Hmax (z) = Hmax, ρ (z) = Hmax,θ (z), ti j =

y/ρmax . Calculation of FRIB β = 0.085 QWR quadrupole

strength versus β can be seen in Fig. 2. Synchronous phase

is fixed at −π/6. Good agreement between model and par-

ticle tracking result has been confirmed. According to the

model, we can draw the conclusion that, quadrupole kick

mainly comes from electric field and there is nearly no con-

tribution from magnetic field. Quadrupole effect would be

damping with β growing and would be more significant

when at low β. The quadrupole polarity switched once at a

certain β.

By putting the multipole thin lens kick at their electric

center, it is easy to add multipole influence into traditional

(a) (b)

Figure 3: X-Px phase space and Y-Py phase space of a

KV distribution beam using tracking and model including

different multipole terms of β=0.085 QWR, particle β is

0.055; (a), X-Px phase space; (b), Y-Py phase space.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Schematic plot of a single β=0.041 QWR cry-

omodule (a) and β=0.085 QWR cryomodule (b). Green

oval represents RF cavity and magenta rectangle represents

solenoid.

cavity model. Then, we track a whole cavity and compare

the result with 3D field tracking. The result can be seen in

Fig. 3. The β = 0.085 QWR is chosen, and a particular

particle β = 0.055, where quadrupole component is quite

large as indicated in Fig. 2, is used.

In Fig. 3, left figure is the X-Px phase space and right

figure is the Y-Py phase space, particle β equals 0.055, syn-

chronous phase is −π/6. Blue circle is the initial phase

space. Red triangle is the result from 3D field tracking.

Green square indicates phase space after adding defocusing

term. After adding steering term, phase space become cyan

star. After adding quadrupole term, phase space become

magenta cross, which is close to 3D field tracking, with error

down to 1% for momentum. As a result, we can see that,

quadrupole term of QWR would influence beam dynamics

significantly, and there is no way of modelling the beam to

a high precision if the the quadrupole term is neglected.

QUADRUPOLE INFLUENCE ON LS1

FRIB LS1 is using two kinds of QWRs, mainly β =

0.041 QWR and β = 0.085 QWR. The lattice is following

a cryomodule-based periodic structure, and each kind of

QWR corresponds to a certain kind of cryomodule. The

lattice for a single β = 0.041 or β = 0.085 cryomodule is

shown in Fig. 4. There are 3 β = 0.041 cryomodules and 11

β = 0.085 cryomodules in LS1. An all-solenoid transverse

focusing scheme is applied. The main advantage of all-

solenoid focusing lattice is that it preserves round shape of

a beam and provide convenience for beam matching.

where
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Figure 5: Benchmark thin lens model against IMPACT with-

out the quadrupole term and for a round injection beam.

Blue, X rms radius by thin lens model; Red, X rms radius by

IMPACT; Green, Y rms radius by thin lens model; Magenta,

Y rms radius by IMPACT.

Figure 6: Benchmark thin lens model against IMPACT with

the quadrupole term, and for a round injection beam, con-

stant solenoid polarity. Blue, X rms radius by thin lens

model; Red, X rms radius by IMPACT; Green, Y rms radius

by thin lens model; Magenta, Y rms radius by IMPACT.

Then, we extend our simulation to the whole LS1. For the

time being, we are using axisymmetric RF field. The model

for solenoid is the traditional hard-edge model. The result is

shown in Fig. 5. We can see that the model benchmarked

very well with IMPACT [10], and round input beam persists

to be round when no quadrupole term is considered.

Then, we can do the similar simulation by switching on the

quadrupole component. For IMPACT case, the 3D field par-

ticle tracking scheme is used, and for the model, quadrupole

thin lens kick is added. The result is shown in Fig. 6. As we

can see, both IMPACT and model show discrepancy between

x and y direction rms radius because of quadrupole effect,

the initial round input beam become oval in shape. And the

model is still good enough to benchmark with IMPACT with

3% of average error.

Transverse RMS plot alone isn’t good enough to measure

the ovalization effect quantitatively. Therefore, we define the

L/S parameter, which equals the ratio between long axis and

short axis for the oval shape transverse real space. We can

calculate the L/S parameter from any theta matrix element

by Eq. 4:

Figure 7: L/S line of constant solenoid polarity case.

L/S =

√

√

〈x2〉 + 〈y2〉 +
√

(〈x2〉 − 〈y2〉)2
+ 4〈xy〉2

〈x2〉 + 〈y2〉 −
√

(〈x2〉 − 〈y2〉)2
+ 4〈xy〉2

(4)

By using Eq. 4, we can calculate the L/S plot of Fig. 6,

which can be seen in Fig. 7. The maximum value of L/S is

around 1.45.

POSSIBILITIES OF SELF-CANCELATION

OF QUADRUPOLE COMPONENTS

A straight forward way of taking care of the quadrupole

component is to add correction quadrupoles at certain loca-

tion. However, in this chapter, we are going to talk about a

different way of self-cancelation of quadrupole components

by fine tuning of solenoid polarity.

The original idea comes from comparison between origi-

nal FRIB lattice design and updated FRIB lattice design. To

avoid too strong coupling between horizontal and vertical

direction, the original FRIB lattice is utilizing an alterna-

tive solenoid polarity scheme. However, after the insight of

quadrupole components in QWR cavities, we find out that

alternative solenoid polarity setting, which causes Larmor

frameto rotate back-and-forth, thus having a clear anisotropic

orientation, tends to add up quadrupole influence because

quadrupole components mostly have the same polarity ac-

cording to Fig. 2. The transverse rms size plot and L/S

parameter plot for alternative solenoid polarity case can be

seen in Fig. 8(a).

From Fig. 8(b), we can see that alternative solenoid polar-

ity increases ovalization of the beam. L/S parameter climbs

up to 1.9. That is why we decided to switch to constant

solenoid polarity lattice. With Larmor frame constantly ro-

tating towards the same direction, quadrupole components

can possibly be smeared out due to self-cancellation. From

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, we can see that the scheme really works

well.

However, constant polarity and alternative polarity are just

two specific case of 239 possible settings of all 39 solenoids

in LS1. Constant polarity setting can provide perfect self-

cancellation only when Larmor frame is rotating fast enough

and when all quadrupole components have the same polarity
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Transverse rms size plot and L/S parameter plot

for a round injection beam, alternative solenoid polarity. (a)

Benchmark of thin lens model against IMPACT, Blue, X rms

radius by thin lens model; red, X rms radius by IMPACT;

Green, Y rms radius by thin lens model; Magenta, Y rms ra-

dius by IMPACT. (b) L/S line of alternative solenoid polarity

case.

and strength, which is quite far away from the real situa-

tion. So in theory, there could exist a better case where

the solenoid polarity are fine tuned to better cancel out the

quadrupole component. The schematic plot of the idea is

shown in Fig. 9. If we come to a situation described by Fig.

9, we get two choice to rotate the beam according to the

solenoid polarity, and rotating the beam counter clockwise

would be better than clockwise. The real situation is not that

simple and straight forward and a global optimization would

be preferred.

Because we’ve got 39 solenoids and two possible polar-

ity for each solenoid, we are solving a global optimization

problem with 39 dimension and two possible value for each

dimension. Thus, the Genetic Algorithm [11] is chosen as

the global optimization algorithm. The characteristic vol-

ume (defined by mean value times standard deviation times

maximum value) of L/S plot is chosen as the minimizing

target. Thin lens model, which takes 50 ms per run is used

instead of IMPACT, which uses particle tracking and is much

slower, in the searching process. Fig. 10 shows one of the

optimized cases.

From Fig. 10, we can see that, the quadrupole term largely

got suppressed and transverse beam profile becomes closer to

Figure 9: Schematic plot of possibility of self-cancelation

of quadrupole component.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Transverse rms size plot and L/S parameter plot

for a round injection beam, optimized solenoid polarity. (a)

Benchmark of thin lens model against IMPACT, Blue, X

rms radius by thin lens model; red, X rms radius by IM-

PACT; Green, Y rms radius by thin lens model; Magenta, Y

rms radius by IMPACT. (b) L/S line of alternative solenoid

polarity case.
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circle, the maximum L/S parameter drops to around 1.2. The

result confirms that it is possible to achieve self-cancelation

of quadrupole components by fine tuning of solenoid polar-

ity, and no extra component for correction is really needed.

However, we found out that, the global optimization

method doesn’t always give a fixed pattern, which implies

that the optimum solenoid setting may not be stable and uni-

versal enough to be realistic and useful. Further study of the

physics behind the scheme of self-cancelation of quadrupole

components is needed before we can get something really

useful.

CONCLUSION

Quadrupole components in non-axisymmetric RF cavities

have been modelled by thin lens model which is based on

multipole expansion of numerical 3D field. FRIB β = 0.085

QWR has been chosen as an example and we show the im-

portance in taking quadrupole term into consideration when

building the right linear model for the QWR. Study of the

whole LS1 of FRIB indicates quadrupole term would signif-

icantly ovalize the originally round beam, and the amount

of ovalization would highly depend on solenoid polarity. A

comparison between constant solenoid polarity and alter-

native solenoid polarity shows that the constant solenoid

polarity setting has less ovalization. A genetic algorithm

is developed to further exploit the possibility of better self-

cancelation of quadrupole component by fine tuning the

solenoid polarity. An optimized solenoid polarity pattern

shows better self-cancelation and the beam profile becomes

closer to circle. More physics study is needed in order to

come up with a universal and stable solenoid polarity pattern

which can be useful.
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